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Abstract

This paper constructs hybrid forecasts that combine forecasts from vector-
autoregression (VAR) model(s) with both short and long-term expectations from
surveys. Specifically, we use relative entropy to tilt one-step ahead and long-horizon
VAR forecasts to match the nowcast and long-horizon forecast from the Survey of
Professional Forecasters. We consider a variety of VAR models ranging from sim-
ple fixed-parameter to time-varying parameters. The results across models indi-
cate meaningful gains in multi-horizon forecast accuracy relative to model forecasts
that do not incorporate long-term survey conditions. Accuracy improvements are
achieved for range of variables including those that are not directly tilted but are af-
fected through spillover effects from tilted variables. The accuracy gains for hybrid
inflation forecasts from simple VARs are substantial, statistically significant, and
competitive to time-varying VARs, univariate benchmarks, and survey forecasts.
We view our proposal as an indirect approach to accommodating structural change
and moving end points.
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1 Introduction

Macroeconomic forecasters often use atheoretical models for forecasting. Banbura, Gian-
none, and Reichlin (2010) show that large fixed-parameter VARs containing more than
100 variables can work effectively, a finding that has contributed to resurgence in the use
of VARs in forecasting and policy analysis by both central banks and private forecasters.

In this paper, we propose a technique to adjust the forecasts of the implied trends
from a VAR toward (plausible) values proposed by judgmental forecasters. Specifically,
we utilize the technique of relative entropy to alter the medium-term to long-horizon
VAR forecast to match that of the real-time survey long-horizon forecast.

Long-run forecasts contained in published surveys of professional forecasters are rea-
sonable proxies for underlying trends because they adjust faster than the unrestricted
long-run model forecasts in response to any exogenous and/or underlying shifts in the
economy (e.g. Kozicki and Tinsley, 1998; Faust and Wright, 2013; Wright, 2013). The
quicker adjustment of the survey expectations stems from the fact the survey partici-
pants have at their disposal indicators typically not included in the information set fed
into the models, such as information about the value of the inflation target, central bank
communication, and demographic factors.

In fixed-parameter VAR models, the unrestricted long-run forecasts converge to or
close to the unconditional mean of the estimation sample (i.e implied trend or end points
in the terminology of Kozicki and Tinsley, 1998), which at times differ substantially with
economists’ view of the long-run values for particular variables. Contributing to this di-
vergence in views is the use of history for model estimation that may reflect an outdated
characterization of the macroeconomic relationships including the unconditional means.
Furthermore, the entire forecast trajectory would be biased in the direction of the implied
trend estimated in the model over the full sample. This is because beyond five quarters
the forecasts are increasingly influenced by the implied trend of the model and therefore a
badly estimated trend is the primary source of forecast errors for medium-term forecasts
(as emphasized in Clements and Hendry, 1999; Kozicki and Tinsley, 2001a,b; Clark and
McCracken, 2008).

To address the misspecification issues arising from structural changes, econometri-
cians have introduced various innovations such as time-varying parameters to standard
VAR models (e.g. Cogley and Sargent, 2005; Primiceri, 2005). These models appear to
do well in forecasting variables that exhibit notable structural shifts (e.g. D’Agostino et
al, 2013). These models have become popular as computational demands required to op-
erate them have become less binding due both to availability of greater computing power
and also the introduction of newer methods. The latter advantage has also allowed the
potential to estimate these models with larger information sets (e.g. Koop and Korobilis,
2013). However, these models are complex (as there are so many moving parts involved)
requiring a certain level of sophistication thereby limiting their wider use.

Some practitioners in the US and other advanced economies estimate VAR models
with data starting in 1985, i.e. after the well-documented structural change. Empirical
evidence documenting the good forecasting ability of VAR estimated with shorter sample
(e.g. Aastveit, et al, 2017), supports this practice.

To account for the numerous models in use, we consider the efficacy of our proposal
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in a range of VAR models. Specifically, we consider a constant parameter VAR estimated
with a longer sample (starting 1959), shorter sample (post-1985), and time-varying VAR.
We consider model specifications both with and without stochastic volatility and perform
our assessment on both small-scale and medium-scale VARs. All in all, our model-space
consists of 10 models.

We use relative entropy to combine the VAR forecasts with the forecasts reported in
the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). Since its application to economic forecast-
ing by Robertson et al (2005), the technique has gained widespread usage in combining
model-based forecasts with external information. This increasing usage mainly stems
from its ease of use, computational ease, and flexibility; it allows the forecaster to com-
bine appropriately both the mean condition and the modeler’s confidence in that mean
condition (i.e., variance) as illustrated in Krüger, Clark, and Ravazzolo (2017) denoted
KCR from hereafter.

KCR uses relative entropy to generate conditional forecasts with moment conditions
that match survey forecasts using the short-term forecast from the survey as the mean
condition on a one-step-ahead VAR forecast. They construct variance conditions around
their mean conditions using ex-post real-time survey nowcast errors (using a rolling win-
dow over a pre-forecast evaluation sample). Our paper extends KCR: in addition to tilting
the VAR forecast in the nowcast quarter, we tilt the medium- to long-horizon forecast
coming out of the VARs to match the long-horizon forecast reported in the external
survey of forecasters, the SPF. Our methodology parallels that of Altavilla, Giacomini,
and Ragusa (2017), who also use relative entropy to tilt the segments of the yield curve
forecasts from the term structure models to match survey expectations.1

Two popular approaches to directly influence VAR forecasts with survey long-run
forecasts are: (1) steady-state BVAR (developed by Villani, 2009), Wright (2013) uses
it to show that prior beliefs on the unconditional mean of the variable informed by a
survey’s (Blue Chip) long-run forecasts lead to systematic improvements in forecast ac-
curacy for a range of U.S. macroeconomic variables, especially for inflation; (2) modeling
some or all VAR variables in ‘gaps’ where gaps are computed as deviation from trends
either informed from survey long-run projections or univariate moving average methods
(e.g. Kozicki and Tinsley, 2001a,b; Clark and McCracken, 2010; Zaman, 2013). The cru-
cial difference between our approach and these existing approaches is that our approach
influences forecasts post-model estimation. The insights in Wright (2013) motivate our
study, and the results in this paper echo many of those reported in Wright.2

Our main question of interest is whether we can achieve any meaningful gains in the
forecast accuracy of the VAR variables over the forecast horizon of interest to policymak-
ers by forcing the medium-term to long-horizon forecast of the select number of VAR
variables to match the published survey forecasts. Essentially the forecast of interest is

1The empirical application in this paper fits within the broader context in the use of relative entropy
for ‘theory-coherent forecasting’ as proposed in Giacomini and Ragusa (2014). In our case, the use of
survey long-run forecasts as proxy for trends can be viewed as adjusting the forecasts from atheoretic
VAR models toward long-run equilibrium values that are partly informed from economic theory.

2In a related work, Giannone, Lenza, and Primiceri (2018) propose a natural conjugate prior to
influence the joint long-run behavior of the VAR variables modeled in levels (denote the prior PLR).
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a hybrid forecast consisting of a survey nowcast,3 a BVAR forecast, and a survey long-
horizon forecast.

Our empirical forecast evaluation results provide evidence of notable improvements
in both the point and density forecast accuracy of hybrid VAR forecasts for several
macroeconomic variables. All models in our set benefit from combination with survey
information; not surprisingly, the accuracy gains are largest for the model specifications
estimated with a longer sample and smallest for time-varying VARs but gains are statis-
tically significant. This result indicates that tilting helps mitigate misspecification issues
more in models that are thought to have a higher degree of misspecification (caused in
part by badly estimated unconditional means). Relatedly, we find that all models bene-
fit from tilting in the post-crisis period, a period associated with structural change (see
Aastveit et al, 2017).

The accuracy gains are achieved for variables that are directly tilted and importantly
also for variables that are indirectly influenced through the spillover effects of the tilted
variables (e.g. wage inflation and payroll employment). Over the forecast horizon of
interest to monetary policymakers (i.e., 1 quarter to 12 quarters ahead), the gains in
forecast accuracy are strongest for inflation and the federal funds rate. We infer that the
apparent structural break in inflation and the extended experience of the federal funds
rate near the zero lower bound (ZLB) are the crucial challenges especially in VAR models
estimated with fixed coefficients.

We summarize additional findings as follows. First, we show that the point forecast
accuracy of hybrid CPI inflation forecasts from our modeling approach is competitive
with tough to beat univariate benchmark models. The forecasts are also competitive to
SPF and the Federal Reserve’s Greenbook. Our results offer policymakers a practical
contribution. Monetary policymakers desire to use multivariate model(s) which allow for
feedback effects from policy to the real economy and inflation. But often these multivari-
ate models are unable to match the forecasting performance of the univariate forecasting
models. The application in this paper provides one potential path.

Second, we show that hybrid forecasts generated from simple VARs estimated with
post-World War II data are competitive with the forecasts generated from computation-
ally intensive time-varying VARs. For inflation, hybrid forecasts are more accurate and
the gains are statistically significant. This result is of practical importance for those
practitioners who are reluctant to use time-varying VARs for variety of reasons including
computational reasons, complexity issues, or shorter data sample (a primary concern in
the case of developing and emerging market economies).

The paper is structured as follows. The next section describes the data and empirical
models. Section 3 compares the survey long-run forecasts with the BVAR model long-run
forecasts. Section 4 details our methodology of generating the hybrid forecasts. Section
5 reports the forecasting results. Section 6 concludes. Supplementary sets of results are
reported in the companion Online Appendix.

3There is a long list of papers documenting the usefulness of nowcasts in helping improve the fore-
casting accuracy for future horizons (e.g., KCR; Knotek and Zaman 2019).
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2 Data and the Empirical Model

2.1 Data

Our empirical examination uses real-time data at a quarterly frequency. Our model space
contains small sized VARs (denoted Small VAR) consisting of five variables and medium
sized VARs (denoted Medium VAR) consisting of 10 variables. The Small VAR consists
of real GDP, the CPI, the unemployment rate, the effective federal funds rate, and the
credit spread (defined as the difference between the yield on Baa corporate bond and the
yield on the 10-year Treasury note). Both real GDP and the CPI enter in annualized
quarterly rates and the remaining three variables, unemployment rate, effective federal
funds rate, and credit spread are defined in units of percentage points. We use a Small
VAR because several papers on VAR forecasting employ it as a benchmark VAR contain-
ing core variables of interest to central bankers. The Medium VAR adds to the Small
VAR variables shown to be useful in improving forecasts of the core variables. Forecasts
of the additional variables may be of their own interest to central bankers, like for ex-
ample, productivity growth and wage inflation measures. Specifically, these additional
five variables include real personal consumption expenditures, nonfarm business produc-
tivity, the employment cost index-wage and salary of private workers (ECI), nonfarm
payroll employment, and the core CPI (i.e., the CPI excluding food and energy). All
these variables are transformed to quarterly annualized growth rates. To compute the
growth rates, we use 400 times the log difference formula.

We use both the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s real-time data set for macroe-
conomists and the Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis’s ALFRED database to construct
our real-time quarterly data set. Quarterly data on financial variables, which are real-
time by construction, are downloaded from Haver Analytics.

All vintages of real-time quarterly data coincide with the survey date of the SPF,
which is a quarterly survey released approximately in the middle of the second month
of the quarter. That is, each forecast origin coincides with the SPF survey release date
and so whatever quarterly data is available is utilized for estimation. For example, fore-
cast origin in February 2016, for real GDP would use the advance estimate for 2015.Q4
(reported by the Bureau of Economic Analysis in the last week of January 2016); for
monthly variables such as unemployment rate, it will be the second estimate for 2015.Q4
(reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in early February 2016). The real-time vin-
tages start in 1994.Q1 and end in 2016.Q4. In each real-time vintage, data sample begins
in 1959.Q4; in the 1994.Q1 vintage the data sample goes through 1993.Q4; in the last
vintage (i.e. 2016.Q4) the data sample ends 2016.Q3. The first real-time forecasting
run is performed with estimation data ending in 1993.Q4, and out-of-sample forecasts
generated one to twelve quarters-ahead, i.e. for 1994.Q1 through 1996.Q4.

For the purpose of forecast evaluation, we treat the ‘truth’ as the third quarterly
estimate (as in Tulip 2009).4

4For example, in the case of real GDP, for 2015.Q4, the third estimate would correspond to the
actual value available as of early 2016.Q2. Similarly, for unemployment rate which is a monthly variable,
the third quarterly estimate for the reference quarter (e.g. 2015.Q4) would coincide with the third
revision to the final month of the quarter (e.g. December 2015) which will roughly be the first week of
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We collect the SPF nowcasts and SPF long-horizon forecasts for real GDP growth,
CPI inflation, and the unemployment rate. The SPF does not report nowcast and long-
run forecast for the federal funds rate but it does report the long-run forecast for 3-month
Treasury bill. Accordingly, we treat the long-run forecast for 3-month bill as the long-run
estimate for the federal funds rate.5 For the nowcast, we use the intra-quarterly daily
data on the federal funds rate along with the simple daily random walk model of Knotek
and Zaman (2019) to construct an estimate.6 We collect the daily data starting from
January 1, 1994 through December 31, 2016 using Haver Analytics. For illustrative pur-
poses, we also collect the long-run projections from Blue Chip Economic Indicators (and
Blue Chip Financial Forecasts), Federal Open Market Committee’s (FOMC) Summary
of Economic Projections (SEP). For the formal forecast evaluation exercises reported in
the paper, we use nowcasts and long-horizon forecasts from the SPF.

Finally, to assess the accuracy of Federal Reserve Board’s Greenbook forecasts, we col-
lect forecasts for real GDP, CPI inflation, and the unemployment rate (starting January
1994 FOMC meeting through December 2012 meeting) from Philadelphia Fed’s website
(Real-Time Data Research Center).

2.2 Bayesian VAR Models

In this paper, all empirical examinations use VAR models estimated with Bayesian meth-
ods. We consider both fixed-parameter and time-varying parameter models (with and
without stochastic volatility). Following a long-list of papers on forecasting with VARs,
the lag order (p) is set to 4 in the case of fixed-parameter VARs and to 2 in the case of
time-varying VARs. Our model specifications follow Clark and Ravazzolo (2015).

2.2.1 VAR with Constant Volatility

Yt = A0 +

p∑
i=1

AiYt−i + εt, εt ∼ N (0,Σ) (1)

where t = 1, ....T , Yt is an n× 1 vector of n observed variables, A0 is an n× 1 vector
of intercepts, A1, ...Ap are n × n matrices of coefficients, εt is an n × 1 vector of error
terms distributed normally with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix, Σ = Eεtε

′
t.

For estimation details please refer to the Technical appendix.

second quarter following the reference quarter (e.g. 2016.Q2). We emphasize if instead we would have
treated the ‘truth’ as latest available estimate, our results for relative scores are both qualitatively and
quantitatively similar. Please refer to the results for Medium VAR in the working paper version of the
paper (Tallman and Zaman, 2018). We use Haver Analytics to collect the most revised quarterly data
for forecast evaluation (i.e. vintage available as of August 2017).

5Historically there is a small gap between the two with the federal funds rate averaging roughly 30
basis points higher on quarterly basis compared to the 3-month Treasury bill.

6The procedure involves using the available daily reading as of the SPF survey date and using that
to fill the missing trading days of the quarter. The average of the daily readings (which includes the
daily data and the random walk forecast) within the quarter constitutes our nowcast estimate.
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2.2.2 VAR with Stochastic Volatility

The stochastic volatility process is modeled using the estimation procedure of Carriero,
Clark, and Marcellino (2016). The algorithm assumes a Kronecker structure for the mul-
tivariate stochastic volatility and therefore makes it computationally feasible to estimate
large VAR models.

Yt = A0 +

p∑
i=1

AiYt−i + εt

εt = B−1Λ0.5
t µt, µt ∼ N (0, In) , Λt ≡ diag(λ1,t, ...., λn,t)

log(λj,t) = log(λj,t−1) + ej,t, j = 1, n

et ≡ (e1,t, ...., en,t)
′ ∼ N (0,Φ)

Σt ≡ V ar(εt) = B−1ΛtB́−1

(2)

where B is a lower triangular matrix with ones on the main diagonal and nonzero
elements below it; λ1,t, ..., λn,t are the diagonal elements of the matrix Λt representing the
time-varying variances of the shocks and are assumed to evolve according to a geometric
random walk; the variance-covariance matrix Φ of innovations et is assumed to be full
rank, i.e., correlation among innovations of different equations is permitted; the Σt is the
variance-covariance matrix of the reduced form residuals εt .

For complete estimation details, please refer to Carriero, Clark, and Marcellino (2016).

2.2.3 Time varying parameters VAR with Constant Volatility

The specification follows the setup as in Cogley and Sargent (2005) but allowing only
regression coefficients (including the intercepts) to be time-varying and so does not allow
stochastic volatility.

Yt = X ′tAt + εt, εt ∼ N (0,Σ)

At = At−1 + εt, εt ∼ N (0, Q)
(3)

where Xt = In ⊗ [1, Y ′t−1, ..., Y t− p′]; At = vec(A0, A1, ..., Ap) is a n(k) × 1 column
vector . The VAR coefficients stacked in the vector At are assumed to evolve indepen-
dently according to a random walk with shocks εt that are permitted to be correlated
across equations (i.e. Q is full rank).

For estimation details, please refer to Koop and Korobilis (2010).

2.2.4 Time varying parameters VAR with Stochastic Volatility

The specification follows exactly the setup laid out in Primiceri (2005) but the estimation
procedure follows Del Negro and Primiceri (2013).
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Yt = X ′tAt + εt, εt ∼ N (0,Σ)

At = At−1 + εt, εt ∼ N (0, Q)

βt = βt−1 + νt, νt ∼ N (0, R)

εt = B−1
t Λ0.5

t µt, µt ∼ N (0, In) , Λt ≡ diag(λ1,t, ...., λn,t)

log(λj,t) = log(λj,t−1) + ej,t, j = 1, n

et ≡ (e1,t, ...., en,t)
′ ∼ N (0,Φ)

Σt ≡ V ar(εt) = B−1
t ΛtB́

−1
t

(4)

where Bt is a lower triangular matrix with ones on the main diagonal and nonzero
elements below it; βt is a column vector that stacks (by row) off-diagonal and non-zero
elements of matrix Bt and is assumed to evolve according to random walk with inno-
vations that are permitted to be correlated across equations; VAR coefficients stacked
in the vector At are assumed to evolve independently according to a random walk with
shocks that are permitted to be correlated across equations; λ1,t, ..., λn,t are the diagonal
elements of the matrix Λt representing the time-varying variances of the shocks and are
assumed to evolve according to a geometric random walk; the variance-covariance ma-
trix Φ of innovations et is assumed to be full rank, i.e., correlation among innovations of
different equations is permitted; the Σt is the variance-covariance matrix of the reduced
form residuals εt .

2.2.5 Model set

VAR models are commonly estimated either using longer history (e.g. post World War II
data) or with shorter history (e.g. post-1985). Accordingly, we estimate our set of VAR
models using a longer sample (starting 1959.Q4 onwards) and shorter sample (starting
1985.Q1 onwards). As discussed earlier, we consider both smaller-sized (i.e. 5 variables)
and medium-sized (i.e. 10 variables) specifications. Accordingly, we estimate VAR with
constant volatility and VAR with stochastic volatility for both smaller and medium sized
versions. For time-varying VARs only a small-scale three variable version (containing
real GDP growth, CPI inflation, and unemployment rate) estimated over a longer sample
is examined. All in all, our model space consists of 10 VAR models:7

1. Small VAR est 1960: fixed-parameter small VAR est. with data 1959.Q4 onwards
2. Small VAR SV est 1960: fixed-parameter small VAR with SV est. 1959.Q4 onwards
3. Small VAR est 1985: fixed-parameter small VAR est. with data 1985.Q1 onwards
4. Small VAR SV est 1985: fixed-parameter small VAR with SV est. 1985.Q1 onwards

7We abstract from examining our proposal on nonlinear VAR models (e.g. Threshold VARs and
Markov-Switching VARs) for three reasons: (1) Several recent papers have empirically shown that the
forecasting performance of these models are at best competitive to time-varying VARs (e.g. Barnett et
al, 2014; Alessandri and Mumtaz, 2017; Aastveit et al, 2017); (2) They are less popular for forecasting
compared to the models we consider; (3) To keep our results manageable.
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5. Medium VAR est 1960: fixed-parameter med VAR est. with data 1959.Q4 onwards
6. Medium VAR SV est 1960: fixed-parameter med VAR with SV est. 1959.Q4 onwards
7. Medium VAR est 1985: fixed-parameter med VAR est. with data 1985.Q1 onwards
8. Medium VAR SV est 1985: fixed-parameter med VAR with SV est. 1985.Q1 onwards
9. TVP VAR: time-varying small VAR est. with data 1959.Q4 onwards
10.TVP VAR SV: time-varying small VAR with SV est. with data 1959.Q4 onwards

For TVP VAR and TVP VAR SV, the first 10 years of data (i.e. 1959.Q4 to 1969.Q3)
are used as a training sample for prior elicitation.

2.2.6 Forecast Evaluation Metrics

The models defined above are estimated using standard Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods. For the details on the precise algorithms we refer the readers to the
papers cited under the description of each model.

At each forecast origin, for each model, the estimation involves simulating the model
with ‘D’ draws.8 For each posterior draw, the simulated forecast path is constructed by
iterating the model h quarters forward (where h=1 to 40 ).The ‘D’ forecast paths consti-
tute multivariate predictive density. The point forecast is simply the (posterior) mean of
the empirical predictive density.9

We perform a real-time out-of-sample forecasting evaluation using a recursively ex-
panding estimation window. The forecast evaluation sample spans 1994.Q1 through
2016.Q4. We evaluate point forecasts using the widely used metric of mean squared
forecast error (MSE),

MSEi,h =

∑T1−h
t=T0

(Yi,t+h − Ŷi,t+h)2

T1 − h− T0 + 1
(5)

where i corresponds to the macroeconomic variable of interest (e.g., real GDP growth)
, T0 denotes one quarter prior to the start of the evaluation period (e.g., 1993.Q4), T1

the end of the evaluation period (2016.Q4), Yi,t+h is the actual realization, and Ŷi,t+h is
the forecast.

We evaluate the performance of density forecasts using the metric continuous ranked
probability score (CRPS) as proposed by Gneiting and Raftery (2007). CRPS measures
the closeness between the actual realization and the predictive density: the closer the
distribution to the actual realization, the smaller is the CRPS value and the more accurate
is the predictive density.10 Accordingly, it is defined as

8D=20,000 for time-invariant VAR model specifications; D=40,000 + 4000 (burn-in) for all model
specifications with stochastic volatility and or time-varying parameters; results are very similar if we
instead use 20,000 for burn-in.

9In the case of time-varying VARs, following the common practice, the point forecast is defined as
the median of the predictive density.

10Assessment based on log-score metric largely confirms the inference obtained from CRPS, and the
results are reported in the online appendix A3.
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CRPSi,ht (Yi,t+h) =

∫ ∝
−∝

(F (z)−1 {Yi,t+h ≤ z})2dz = Ep|Y ∗i,t+h−Yi,t+h| − 0.5Ep|Y ∗i,t+h−Y +
i,t+h|

(6)
where Yi,t+h is the actual realization, F is the cumulative distribution function corre-

sponding to the predictive density f , 1 {Yi,t+h ≤ z} is an indicator function that takes a
value of 1 if Yi,t+h ≤ z and a value of 0 otherwise, and Y ∗i,t+h and Y +

i,t+h are independent

random draws from p
(
Y T+1,T+H , θ | Y T

)
.

The CRPS metric favors predictive densities that have higher probabilities near the
actual realization. As defined above, a lower CRPS would be preferable to a higher score.
We report the average of the CRPS, computed over our forecast evaluation period.

To assess the statistical significance of the differences in forecast accuracy between the
baseline and the hybrid forecasts, we follow KCR and Altavilla, Giacomini, and Ragusa
(2017). We use the Diebold and Mariano (1995) and West (1996) test of equal predictive
accuracy for pairwise comparisons of the RMSE using the two-sided tests of standard
normal. In computing the test, we use the HAC variance estimator (an input into the
test statistic) with the lag h − 1 truncation parameter and adjust the test statistic for
the finite sample correction proposed by Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); see
Clark and McCracken (2013). As emphasized in KCR the use of our test statistics based
on standard normal critical values are likely to be on the conservative side and should
be treated as an approximation that, in our case, deals with issues such as the nesting of
forecasts and conditional forecasting (see Clark and McCracken, 2017).

The density calibration (i.e. absolute accuracy) of the density forecasts is assessed
using interval forecasts (i.e. 70% prediction intervals), and assessments of probability
integral transforms (PITS) via battery of statistical tests: Knüppel (2015), Berkowitz
(2001), and Kolmogorov-Smirnov. For the latter, all three statistical tests generally
point to similar inference therefore we just report the results from Knüppel test. For
space limitations, the density calibration results are reported in the online appendix A2.

3 Real-time Long-horizon survey forecasts versus BVAR

forecasts

In the United States, the SPF and the Blue Chip Economic Indicators are the two most
widely known and easily available forecast surveys routinely published. The SPF is a
quarterly survey released in the middle of the second month of the quarter. Each SPF
survey release contains the forecasts of the macroeconomic and financial variables for the
current quarter (i.e., nowcasts) and forecasts up to four quarters ahead. For the survey
carried out in the third quarter of the year, the SPF asks respondents for their estimates
of the natural rate of unemployment. Similarly, for the surveys carried out in the first
quarter, the SPF asks respondents their projections of long-run values (defined as 10
year annual average) of real GDP growth, the short-term interest rate (i.e., yield on the
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3-month Treasury bill), and a few other variables. The SPF contains the projections
for all the core set of variables of interest for this paper; for our purposes, we treat the
SPF’s projections of the natural rate of unemployment as the long-run forecast of the
unemployment rate. Following the forecasting literature, for the SPF projections, we use
the median projection, and for the Blue Chip we use the mean projection. The evolution
of the long-run forecasts across the two surveys is fairly similar therefore for the sake of
brevity, in this section we only focus on the SPF and estimates from the Blue Chip are
relegated to the online appendix for interested readers.11

Our forecast evaluation exercises in this paper will use the nowcasts and long-run
forecasts from the SPF.12

The four panels in Figure 1 plot the real-time evolution of the macroeconomic long-
run forecasts for real GDP growth (upper left), unemployment rate (upper right), CPI
inflation (lower left), and short-term interest rate (lower right) respectively. Each panel,
plots forecasts from Small VAR estimated using longer history (1960+), Small VAR es-
timated over shorter sample (1985+), a small time-varying VAR with SV, and the SPF.
The sample period spans 1994.Q1 to 2016.Q4, matching our forecast evaluation sample.

The real-time data that we use to estimate our VAR models would be a subset of
the information set available to the professional forecasters. The professional forecasters
would likely rely on larger information set, including judgmental opinions of their own
and of the subject matter experts along with their own econometric methodologies to
come up with their forecasts. The use of forward guidance by the central bank and,
more generally, the era of more predictable monetary policy (through central bank com-
munications) since the beginning of the financial crisis are other examples of important
information at the disposal of the survey participants. As a result, survey participants
(collectively) are likely to have more timely and more informed long-run projections.
Figure 1 provides some evidence in support of this claim.

The figure, indicates two notable observations. First, the long-run forecasts from
VAR estimated with longer history adjust very sluggishly. In contrast, survey projec-
tions fluctuate considerably more. Second, time-varying VAR that is built to explicitly
accommodate structural change (and uses all the available history for estimation) on av-
erage appears to be adjusting more rapidly compared to its time-invariant counterpart.
However, it adjusts slower compared to SPF.

Starting with real GDP growth, the movements in forecasts from TVP-VAR-SV and
Small-VAR(1985) are generally similar to forecasts from the SPF, with SPF projections
on the lower side. At the beginning of 1994, all three, SPF, TVP-VAR-SV and Small-
VAR(1960) were forecasting the underlying growth in the range of 2.7 to 2.9 percent,

11In the online appendix, also plotted alongside the Blue Chip estimates are the estimates of the
long-run values from the FOMC’s SEP.

12Our choice of the SPF is motivated in part because it is publicly available. Relatedly, Croushore
(2010) documents the good inflation forecasting properties of long-run forecasts of CPI inflation from
the SPF and suggests using them as a proxy for inflation expectations.
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roughly four-tenths lower than that of the Small-VAR(1985). As time rolled forward
from 1994 through 1996, professional forecasters gradually lowered their estimate while
forecasts from the VARs remained steady. In early 1997, professional forecasters had
revised their forecasts back up by a couple of tenths to 2.5 percent and it remained stable
at that level through the end of 1999. Over this same period, forecasts from all three
VARs were also revised up. Moving into 2000, while the VARs’ projection held steady in
the range between 3.1 and 3.4 percent, professional forecasters strongly revised up their
projection by roughly six-tenths, to 3.1 percent. This upward revision was in response
to stronger growth data the prior two years averaging more than 4 percent. The up-
ward revision continued through 2005, at which point long-run forecasts by both survey
forecasters and the VAR were roughly in agreement at 3.4 percent. Beginning in 2006
and onward, the survey forecasters gradually lowered their growth forecasts, reaching
2.3 percent by the end of 2016. This rate of growth roughly matches the US economy’s
average growth rate since the start of the post-crisis recovery. Over this same period,
forecasts from all three VARs also edged lower but by a smaller margin (3.3 to 3.0 for
Small-VAR(1960), and 3.0 to 2.6 percent for both TVP-VAR-SV and Small-VAR(1985))
compared to professional forecasters (from 3.4 to 2.3 percent).

In the case of the unemployment rate, while the forecasts implied from the VAR mod-
els have fluctuated in a narrow range around 6 percent, the estimate of the natural rate of
professional forecasters has evolved in line with the movements in the business cycle. For
example, beginning in 1994 through the start of 2001, the estimate trended lower, but
at the onset of the 2001 recession, it reversed and began to trend up until the beginning
of the recovery. Thereupon it trended lower until the onset of the Great Recession. In
response to a large upward spike in the unemployment rate reflecting the severity of the
recession and the associated disruptions to the labor market, the professional forecasters
rapidly adjusted upward their projections of the natural rate of unemployment. By the
end of 2011, the professional forecasters’ estimate of the natural rate of unemployment
increased to 6.0 percent, close to that implied by the VAR. Thereafter, as the recovery
picked up pace, professional forecasters adjusted their estimates downward reaching 4.8
percent by the end of 2016.

We next examine forecasts for the nominal variables, CPI inflation and short-term
interest rate. First, over our forecast evaluation sample, there is a noticeable downward
trend in the projections. Second, compared to the plot for real variables, there is a sizable
gap between the forecasts from the professional forecasters and the VAR forecasts. For
CPI inflation, even though all three VAR projections continue to gradually trend lower,
the SPF projection is relatively stable from 1999 onwards. The projection from the TVP-
VAR-SV is very similar to that from Small-VAR(1985) especially since the start of the
recovery in late 2009. However, there is a sizable but a declining gap between the SPF
projection and projections from each of the VARs. Since 2009.Q1, the SPF projection is
on average 1.70 percentage points lower than the projection from Small-VAR(1960), 0.50
percentage point lower compared to Small-VAR(1985) and 0.70 percentage point lower
compared to TVP-VAR-SV. In the case of the short-term interest rate, since 2009.Q1,
the SPF projection is on average 288 basis points lower than the projection from Small-
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VAR(1960), and 160 basis points lower compared to Small-VAR(1985).

Overall, these charts provide suggestive evidence that professional forecasters are
quick to adjust inflation expectations and to recalibrate their estimates of underlying
trend growth. In reality, it is difficult to distinguish between transitory fluctuations and
fluctuations associated with changes to the underlying trend. As a result, forecasters
gradually learn about shifts in the underlying trend. Even then, their expectations ad-
just more rapidly than implied by the statistical models.

4 Methodology for Tilting Forecasts

4.1 Relative Entropy

The technique of relative entropy, applied by Robertson, Tallman and Whiteman (2005)
to economic forecasting, consists of modifying a given predictive distribution to a new
predictive distribution such that it satisfies a given set of moment conditions while min-
imizing the relative entropy between two predictive distributions.

Let’s begin with an unrestricted predictive distribution, p
(
Y T+1,T+H | Y T

)
, corre-

sponding to an n-dimensional random variable Y obtained from a VAR model. As-
sume this predictive density consists of D draws {Yi, i = 1, ...D}, then the correspond-
ing weights are {wi = 1/D, i = 1, ...D}. Suppose now that the modeler wants to
impose moment conditions contained in the matrix g on this predictive distribution
p
(
Y T+1,T+H | Y T

)
such that

∑D
i=1wip(Y

T+1,T+H
i ) 6= ḡ, i.e., the mean of the predictive

distribution p(.) is not equal to the mean condition required by the modeler (denote it
as ”new” information). For the predictive distribution to satisfy the new information re-
quires modifying the original weights {wi, i = 1, ...D}. The new weights {w∗i , i = 1, ...D}
that satisfy this new information is equivalent to finding a new predictive distribution
that is as close as possible to the original predictive density in the information-criterion
sense.

Specifically, the relative entropy or the Kullback-Leibler Information Criterion (KLIC)
of w∗ to w is

K(w∗ : w) =
D∑
i=1

w∗log(
w∗i
wi

) (7)

We solve for new weights that minimizeK(w∗ : w) and satisfy the following constraints

w∗i ≥ 0,
D∑
i=1

w∗i = 1,
D∑
i=1

w∗i p(Y
T+1,T+H
i ) = ḡ (8)

The first and second terms reflect the fact that weights are probabilities and so should
be non-negative and sum to one. The third term represents the new moment conditions.
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The solution to the above minimization problem using the method of Lagrange is

w∗i =
wi exp(γ′ p(Y T+1,T+H

i ))∑D
i=1wi exp(γ′ p(Y T+1,T+H

i ))
(9)

where γ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints. Accord-
ing to this, the original weights w have been ”exponentially” tilted to produce the new
weights w∗.

The vector of Lagrange multipliers (i.e. tilting parameters) can be obtained as a
solution to the following minimization problem,

γ = arg min
γ̃

D∑
i=1

wi exp(´̃γ [p(Y T+1,T+H
i )− ḡ]) (10)

Then using the newly computed weights, the updated expectation of other functions
of interest can be computed simply as

D∑
i=1

w∗i h(Y T+1,T+H) (11)

If the interest is in the modified probabilistic density g(Y T+1,T+H), which will be the
case in our density forecast evaluation exercises, then as discussed in Cogley, Morogov,
and Sargent (2005) importance sampling techniques could be used to redraw Y T+1,T+H

i

from the original density p
(
Y T+1,T+H

)
using the newly found weights, w∗, which can be

achieved using the multinomial resampling algorithm of Gordon, Salmond, and Smith
(1993). The steps of the algorithm (taken from Cogley,Morogov, and Sargent, 2005) are
detailed in the online appendix A13.

In our forecasting exercises, the current quarter (median) forecast from the SPF is
used as the mean condition on the one-step ahead VAR predictive density. Similarly,
the long-horizon (median) forecast from the SPF acts as the mean condition on the VAR
predictive density at the horizon determined for combining the VAR with survey long-run
(detailed in the next section).13 In addition, following KCR we also restrict the variance of
the one-step ahead VAR predictive density (i.e. uncertainty around the current/nowcast
quarter) with the variance condition computed as the variance of the SPF forecast errors
over a fixed-length rolling window preceding the forecast origin. A variance condition
constructed via this approach is defined as an ex-post forecast uncertainty measure (see
Clements, 2014; KCR).

13SPF also reports forecasts for four subsequent quarters beyond nowcast quarter (i.e. h=2Q to
h=5Q). One could use these additional survey forecasts as the moment conditions for the respective
VAR predictive densities to obtain more accurate hybrid forecasts for the remaining forecast horizons of
interest to policy makers (h=6Q to h=12Q). We explore the usefulness of these additional conditions in
the online appendix A6 (“Are there benefits to utilizing survey information for additional horizons?”)
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Specifically, if we treat Ŷ SPF
t,h as the SPF forecast for indicator Yt, then the variance

condition is formed as follows,

15∑
q=0

(Yt−Delay−q − Ŷ SPF
t−Delay−q,h)

2 (12)

where h=1Q, q reflects the number of past forecasts used to compute the variance of er-
rors, and Delay indicates the number of quarters it takes the forecaster to learn about the
actual realization. To remain consistent with our measure of ‘truth’ defined earlier (see
Data section), Delay is set equal to 2, for macroeconomic variables (real GDP growth,
CPI inflation, and the unemployment rate). For financial variable, the federal funds rate,
the Delay is set equal to 1, reflecting the fact that actual quarterly value is available
immediately preceding the last day of the quarter (i.e. first day of the next quarter). For
example, at forecast origin, 1997.Q1, the variance conditions for macroeconomic variables
are based on the variance of the SPF nowcast errors computed over the preceding period
1992.Q4 through 1996.Q3. Similarly, for the federal funds rate, it is variance of the errors
over the period 1993.Q1 through 1996.Q4.

In a VAR, conditioning or tilting on some future horizon will influence the forecast
starting from the jumping-off point all the way to the conditioned forecast horizon. For
example, if we tilt real GDP growth at forecast horizon h=6Q, then tilting it will likely
impact the forecast trajectory from h=1Q to h=5Q for all the variables.14 Simultaneously
conditioning on multiple variables (in a system such as VAR) would result in forecast
trajectories that reflect the cumulative effect of those conditions.

We use relative entropy as opposed to other approaches to conditional forecasting
because of its ease of use, computational simplicity, and flexibility. Relative entropy
is an effective and flexible conditional forecasting methodology, because it allows us to
combine both the mean condition and the modeler’s confidence in that mean condition
(i.e., variance) effectively. This is an important advantage if the interest is in density
forecasts in addition to point forecasts. Furthermore, specifying the mean condition only
would not result in the automatic shrinkage of the variance around the mean condition
to zero; relative entropy will assume that the variance around that mean condition is the
same as the unconditional.15 In addition, as discussed in Giacomini and Ragusa (2014),
relative entropy does not require Gaussian assumptions for the original densities or the
modified tilted densities. This latter advantage makes possible the application of our
proposal on nonlinear VARs and on density forecasts generated from a combination of
several component density forecasts because both these approaches generate non-normal

14In the online appendix A12 we provide an intuition behind this spillover feature using an analytical
Gaussian example.

15Alternative approaches to constructing conditional forecasts include Waggoner and Zha’s (1999)
soft conditioning which is an extension of Doan et al. (1984); Andersson et al. (2010); and the Kalman
filter approach as in Banbura et al. (2015). All these three approaches can also allow for both mean and
variance conditions. Antolin-Diaz et al (2019) formally prove the equivalence between VAR conditional
forecasting and relative entropy for the Gaussian case. If we instead use the approach of Doan, Litterman
and Sims (1984) to impose our conditions, we get very similar results for the point forecast evaluation.
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densities.16

4.2 Determining the Forecast Horizon for Tilting

In combining the survey long-run projections with the VAR forecast, the initial inclina-
tion would be to combine the survey projections with the VAR forecast at some very
distant horizon. This assumption is valid, because the terminology “long-run” projection
by definition suggests many years into the future. That said, several macroeconomic vari-
ables (transformed to growth rates) display little persistence and therefore tend to move
back rapidly to their respective (unconditional) mean–the unrestricted long-run model
forecast. Real GDP growth fits into this category. The forecasts of real GDP growth from
VAR models typically tend to move back toward the estimated mean within a year.17 On
the other extreme are series such as the unemployment rate, which are very persistent.
Depending on the starting point, it may take them several years to move back toward
the model-implied long run.

Based on the work of Clements and Hendry (1999) and Kozicki and Tinsley (2001a,b)
we also know that in covariance-stationary VAR models, forecasts beyond 4 quarters are
heavily influenced by the model’s implied equilibrium value (i.e. unconditional mean).
Clements and Hendry (1999) illustrate that a poorly estimated mean of the variable is the
dominant source of the forecast errors beyond four quarters (e.g. higher estimate of trend
than what is thought to be reasonable will result in forecasts that are persistently biased
upwards).18 This suggests, to influence the trend estimate implied from the model with
the one informed from survey we need to begin doing that as soon as the model’s implied
trend is expected to dominate the forecast values. For real GDP growth, it suggests
targeting the horizon somewhere at the forecast horizon h=4Q or h=5Q. If imposed late
in the forecast horizon, the trend is influenced too far out to have a meaningful influence
on the forecast horizons of interest. Hence the forecast remains biased or corrupted from
the influence of the model’s implied steady-state.19

Accordingly, we propose that the horizon for tilting should be variable specific, and
we suggest the following20

At each forecast origin t, retrieve the persistence estimates (i.e., slope parameters),
corresponding to variable i from equation i of the VAR system in (1).

ρ+,BV AR
i,t =

p∑
l=1

Ā
(i,i)
i,l (13)

16Both these avenues are left for future research.
17See Domit et al (2019) for UK GDP growth; KCR for US GDP growth.
18See technical appendix 7.2 for an illustration of the implied steady-state on the forecast trajectory.
19We illustrate this with two empirical exercises reported in the online appendix A15. In the first

exercise, the horizon for combination is set dogmatically at h=25Q (i.e 7 years out), and in the second
exercise, it is set at h=40Q (10 years out). The results indicate reduced gains in forecast accuracy for
the horizons of interest. The reduced effects are most notable in the specifications that include SV.

20The suggestion is roughly equivalent to generating unconditional forecasts far into the future (e.g.
40 quarters out) from the VAR model and then determining for each variable the precise forecast horizon
at which it converges to its equilibrium value (i.e. implied steady state).
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where Ā
(i,i)
i,l represents the posterior mean estimate of the slope coefficient of variable

i in equation i of the VAR system in (1). It reflects an estimate of variable i’s persistence
conditional on the VAR system.21

The corresponding metric that roughly determines the number of quarters it takes to
revert back to the VAR’s implied steady state is

h+,V AR
i,t =

1

1− ρ+,V AR
i,t

(14)

The horizon, h∗i,t at which the survey long-run forecast is combined with the VAR
forecast for variable i is set as

h∗i,t = max {PQ
t , h

+,V AR
i,t } (15)

where PQ
t − 1 specifies the minimum number of quarters prior to which the long-horizon

survey forecast takes over the VAR forecast. The max operator insures that at least for
the PQ

t −2 number of quarters following the nowcast quarter the hybrid forecast uses the
VAR forecast. In our exercises we set PQ

t = 5 to reflect our preference to have a dynamic
and informative forecast in the short to medium term. We note that the choice of PQ

t

does not influence our results; setting PQ
t = 0 gives us very similar forecasting results

because this choice binds only on real GDP growth (for just one or two quarters) but not
other variables.22

In our empirical forecasting exercises, over the forecast evaluation sample, the horizon
at which survey long-run takes over has ranged between h=5Q and h=17Q for CPI
inflation; ranged between h=9Q and h=30Q for the federal funds rate; ranged between
h=10Q and h=27Q for the unemployment rate; and for Real GDP growth the horizon for
combination has remained steady at h=5Q. In the interest of brevity, the figures plotting
the evolution of tilting horizon by variable and for each VAR model are relegated to the
online appendix A14.23

21Our results are robust if the forecast horizon for tilting uses an estimate (of persistence) obtained
by recursively (i.e. at each forecast origin) estimating a univariate regression AR(4) for the variable of
interest. The results are reported in tables A19 and A20 in the online appendix A15.

22Over our forecast evaluation sample, for most forecast origins, on average it takes roughly three
quarters for real GDP growth to move back to trend growth. By setting h=5Q, we delay by two quarters
the takeover by the survey long-run forecast over the model forecast, and so permit the possibility to
impose conditions on additional VAR forecast quarters (i.e. h=2Q through h=4Q) for which survey
expectations are available.

23With the exception of TVP-VAR SV and TVP-VAR, for all the remaining VAR models, the forecast
horizon for combination is determined based on the specification with constant variance, and the same
value of the combination horizon is used for the counterpart specification that allows for SV. This
facilitates more direct comparison between specifications in assessing the role of SV in forecast accuracy.
However, our results are qualitatively similar if we relax this restriction.
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5 Results

5.1 Forecasting Exercise

Our main question of interest pertains to whether we achieve meaningful improvements
in the forecast accuracy of the variables of interest (to monetary policymakers) by tilting
the model-based forecasts to match the modeler’s long-run value. In our examination, the
modeler’s long-run value equates to the (median of the) long-horizon SPF projections.

To answer this we perform a real-time out-of-sample forecasting evaluation over the
period 1994.Q1 to 2016.Q4. We begin by estimating our VAR models using real-time
data beginning in 1959.Q4 through 1993.Q4 and iteratively generate unconditional fore-
cast one to forty quarters out. Then we re-estimate the models using an additional
data point and again generate forecasts up to 40 quarters out. We repeat this recursive
exercise until 2016.Q3. That is, the last estimation sample uses data from 1959.Q4 to
2016.Q3, and the forecasts span the period 2016.Q4 to 2026.Q3; with data for evalua-
tion available through 2016.Q4, we would be able to evaluate the one-step-ahead forecast
only. The forecasts generated through this recursive exercise are denoted ‘raw’ VAR
forecasts. Next, using the technique of relative entropy we tilt the one-step-ahead ‘raw’
VAR forecasts (i.e. predictive densities) generated in the previous step to match the SPF
nowcasts for real GDP growth, CPI inflation (and core CPI inflation24 in the medium
VAR), the unemployment rate, and the federal funds rate. We denote the resulting tilted
forecasts (corresponding to all variables) as the ‘baseline’ forecasts. The ‘baseline’ fore-
casts tilt on the nowcasts only (i.e. both the nowcast mean and variance). Next, we
generate another set of forecasts, but this time tilting the ‘raw’ VAR forecasts toward
both the nowcasts and the survey long-run projections for the same set of variables (as
in the ‘baseline’ forecasts). We denote these forecasts as ‘hybrid’ forecasts. Finally, for
each VAR model under consideration, we evaluate and compare both the point forecast
accuracy and density forecast accuracy among the raw VAR, baseline, and the hybrid
forecasts in a pairwise fashion.

All the tables (unless specified) are formatted so to facilitate quick comparisons across
raw, baseline, and hybrid forecasts for each model, and comparison of raw forecasts across
models. The comparison of raw forecasts between small and medium VAR models help
assess the usefulness of additional variables in improving the accuracy of the core set of
variables. In addition, formatting of the results helps assess whether tilting helps more
models that are inferior to begin with.25 Tables 1 through 6 (and tables A1 through A4
in the online appendix A1) report the real-time forecast accuracy of real GDP growth,
CPI inflation, the unemployment rate, the federal funds rate, and credit spreads (the
tables A1 through A4 also report accuracy for the additional five variables), and allow
a quick assessment on the usefulness of stochastic volatility on forecast accuracy. Each
table is split into two panels. The left panel reports accuracy results of the VAR model

24For core CPI inflation, the SPF nowcasts are not available until 2007.Q1. The inflation nowcasting
models of Knotek and Zaman (2017) or Modugno (2013) could be used to produce core CPI inflation
nowcasts prior to 2007.Q1. For the sake of consistency and simplicity, we use core CPI nowcasts from
the SPF starting in 2007.Q1.

25To conveniently assess the effectiveness of tilting please refer to online appendix A4.
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with constant variance, and the right panel reports results for VAR model with stochastic
volatility. For each variable, the first row reports the MSE (CRPS for density forecasts)
for the raw VAR forecast. The subsequent three rows report the relative MSE (relative
CRPS for density forecasts): MSE of the baseline forecast relative to raw forecast, MSE
of the hybrid forecast relative to raw forecast, and MSE of the hybrid forecast relative
to the baseline forecast. The accuracy results are reported for the forecast horizons: one
quarter out (i.e., nowcast quarter), four, eight, and 12 quarters out respectively. The
forecast evaluation is based on the full sample spanning 1994.Q1 to 2016.Q4.

5.1.1 Results: Small VAR estimated with longer sample

Table 1 reports the real-time point forecast accuracy from the Small VAR estimated with
data going back to 1959.Q4. A couple of things immediately stand out. First, allowing
for SV helps improve point forecast accuracy, however, the magnitude of improvements
and persistence in those gains vary across variables. The gains are strongest for CPI
inflation and persist throughout the forecast horizon; for real GDP growth improvements
are achieved at least through four quarters out. The improvements for unemployment
rate are marginal and persist throughout. These findings are in line with Clark (2011)
and D’Agostino (2013). For the federal funds rate and credit spread the improvements
are short-lived as by four quarters out and beyond allowing for SV appears to worsen
the forecast accuracy. Secondly, across all variables, tilting towards the survey nowcasts
significantly improves the forecast accuracy in the nowcast quarter (i.e. h=1Q). The rel-
ative MSE is substantially below one for rows labelled ‘Baseline/Raw’ and ‘Hybrid/Raw’
respectively. These large improvements suggest that the SPF nowcasts are significantly
more accurate than the VAR model’s one-step-ahead forecast, which is consistent with
the results in KCR and several other studies documenting the usefulness of external
nowcasts for the models estimated purely with quarterly data (e.g. Knotek and Zaman,
2019). Looking across all the rows labeled ‘Baseline/Raw’, the spillover effects (on sub-
sequent forecast horizons) from more accurate nowcasts are longer lasting for persistent
variables, CPI inflation, the unemployment rate, and the federal funds rate. For real
GDP growth, the gains are relatively short-lived.

In all rows labeled ’Hybrid/Raw’, the ratios are less than one and are generally smaller
than those reported in the row immediately above (‘Baseline/Raw’) with few exceptions.
This suggests that tilting the VAR forecasts to match the survey long-horizon forecasts
in addition to the survey nowcasts leads to further improvement in accuracy. A notable
difference across the two rows (i.e. Hybrid/Raw vs. Baseline/Raw) is the significantly
improved accuracy in forecast horizons further out.

To get a sense of the marginal gains in accuracy from tilting towards survey long-
horizon above and beyond from tilting towards the survey nowcasts only, the rows labeled
‘Hybrid/Baseline’ facilitates that assessment. For example, eight quarters out, the hy-
brid forecast for real GDP growth (in both VAR specifications) is on average 15 percent
more accurate than the baseline forecast as indicated by a ratio of 0.85. Digging deeper
into error evaluation, the improvements in the average accuracy of the real GDP growth
forecast is coming mainly from the Great Recession and the subsequent recovery. This
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is evident in Figure 2, which plots the time line of the cumulative sum of squared fore-
cast errors for horizon h=8Q, beginning around the height of the Great Recession and
through the end of evaluation sample, the baseline forecast consistently under performs
hybrid forecast. This is evident by the plot corresponding to hybrid forecast lying be-
low the baseline forecast beginning Great Recession, and with divergence between the
two increasing over the remaining evaluation sample. The pattern of improved accuracy
for hybrid forecast around the crisis period and beyond fits with the formal statistical
assessment of a structural change over that period (see Aastveit et al, 2017). This re-
sults suggests that the hybrid approach is adjusting the forecasts to accommodate for the
possible structural change. This is further confirmed by inspecting recursive forecast tra-
jectories (not shown). The baseline forecast calls for stronger long-run projections, and
as a result, the recursive baseline forecast trajectories continuously over-predict growth.
However, the recursive trajectories from the hybrid forecast track the actual data rela-
tively better because they rely on professional forecasters’ assessment of a lower growth
potential of the economy, perhaps drawn from demographics or specific assessments of
technological change.

For CPI inflation, the forecast accuracy gains are substantially higher, statistically
significant, and persist throughout; the hybrid forecast for CPI inflation is roughly 25 per-
cent (11 percent for specification with SV) more accurate two years out, and 30 percent
(17 percent for specification with SV) more accurate three years out compared to baseline
forecast. This is not surprising because it is well known that the inflation process has
exhibited pronounced changes in the underlying trend since the 1950s, and so accounting
for those changes turns out to be very important in achieving improved accuracy. Just
like in the case of real GDP growth, Figure 2 shows that since the post-crisis period hy-
brid forecasts are substantially more accurate compared to baseline forecasts. Unlike in
the case of real GDP growth, the superior accuracy of the hybrid CPI inflation forecasts
is evident over the entire forecast evaluation sample preceding the Great Recession. This
improved accuracy prior to Great Recession has been possible because tilting is helping
reduce the bias in the forecasts introduced by failing to account for structural break of
the mid-80s (i.e. estimating with longer history). The sizable divergence between the
hybrid and baseline forecasts since the post-crisis period partly reflects the fact that tilt-
ing is helping hybrid forecasts mitigate misspecification issues from failure to account
structural breaks of both mid-80s and post-crisis period.

The improvements in accuracy for the effective federal funds rate are of similar mag-
nitude to those for CPI inflation. The combination of improved inflation forecasts and
tilting on judgmental survey-based long-run values of the federal funds rate results in
highly accurate forecasts of the federal funds rate. The improvements in the forecast
accuracy by the end of the third year are 30 percent (40 percent in VAR specification
with SV) on average over the baseline forecast. Figure 2 confirms the conjecture that
tilting is helping hybrid forecasts better handle structural change.

Credit spread is a variable that is not directly tilted but its accuracy is affected indi-
rectly through the spillover effects of variables that are directly tilted. Not surprisingly,
the combination of improved accuracy of federal funds rate, inflation, and real GDP
growth is associated with improved accuracy of credit spread. The magnitude of the
gains is similar to that seen for the federal funds rate.
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In the case of the unemployment rate, the gains from tilting towards survey long-
horizon forecasts are small on average. As evident in Figure 2, the marginal gains in
accuracy reflect the slightly more accurate hybrid forecasts over the Great Recession and
post-recovery period.

Table 2 reports the corresponding accuracy of the density forecasts. A lower value for
CRPS is preferred, as such negative entry for row labeled ‘Baseline - Raw’ suggests that
the baseline density forecast is more accurate on average compared to the raw density
forecast. Negative entry for ‘Hybrid - Raw’ suggests that hybrid forecast is more accu-
rate compared to raw forecast. Similarly, negative entry in the case of ‘Hybrid - Baseline’
suggests that hybrid density forecast is more accurate compared to baseline forecast on
average. The results of the density forecast evaluation echo the results of the point
forecast evaluation reported in Table 1. First, adding SV helps improve density forecasts
with pattern of improvements quite similar to point forecast assessment. Second, baseline
forecasts are more accurate compared to the raw VAR forecasts, and the hybrid forecasts
are more accurate compared to both the baseline and the raw VAR forecasts. Third,
the results illustrate that gains in the density forecast accuracy of the hybrid forecasts
for CPI inflation, the federal funds rate, and credit spreads are substantial, statistically
significant, and persist far into the future. Table A5 in the online appendix reports the
density calibration diagnostics. For the VAR with constant volatility, with the exception
of nowcast quarter (and subsequent quarter) for both hybrid and baseline forecasts, we
find that density forecasts are badly calibrated (consistent with findings in Sekhposyan
and Rossi, 2014). SV helps improve calibration of the density forecasts via improved
coverage (i.e. predictions intervals close to the nominal coverage of 70%) consistent with
findings in Clark (2011) and D’Agostino et al. (2013). However, it generally remains
the case (for forecast horizons beyond the short-term) that density forecasts with SV
are unable to pass all the necessary statistical tests (of PITS) so to be categorized as
correctly calibrated.

5.1.2 Results: Small VAR estimated with post-1985 sample

Table 3 reports the real-time point forecast accuracy from the Small VAR estimated with
data going back to 1985. The results indicate similar pattern of accuracy improvements as
those seen in the case of VAR estimated with longer sample with the magnitude of gains
smaller but statistically significant in many instances. SV helps improve point forecast
accuracy but the gains are substantially smaller compared to what was seen in the case
of VAR estimated with longer sample. Just like in the previous case for VAR with longer
sample, hybrid approach helps improve accuracy in both economically meaningful and
statistically significant way for real GDP growth, CPI inflation, the federal funds rate,
and credit spread. One exception is the unemployment rate, in that hybrid approach
appears to worsen the forecast accuracy but those deteriorations are not flagged as sta-
tistically significant. In that regard, results for unemployment rate across two VARs
(longer sample and shorter sample) are similar as accuracy gains in VAR with longer
sample were not statistically significant.

The plots in Figure 3 indicate that most of the accuracy improvements (or losses in
the case of unemployment rate) for the hybrid approach (compared to baseline) are com-
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ing from the evaluation period beginning 2010; i.e. coinciding with the sample period
thought to have undergone structural change. This is exactly where we would expect
to see gains for the hybrid forecasts from VARs estimated with data beginning after
the well documented structural breaks of the mid-80s. It helps support our conjecture
of hybrid helping accommodate structural breaks. Recall, in beginning 2012, Federal
Reserve adopted inflation targeting framework, and it is since then that CPI inflation
forecasts derived from the hybrid approach outperforms the baseline, though the gains
are marginal but statistically significant. We also point out that these two VAR specifi-
cations outperform VAR specifications estimated with longer sample (see Table A12 in
the online appendix A4 for the formal rankings based on forecast performance).

Table 4 reports the corresponding accuracy of the density forecasts. The results of
the density forecast evaluation echo the results of the point forecast evaluation reported
in Table 3. One exception is the unemployment rate, the worsening in density forecast
accuracy of the hybrid forecasts are marginally significant whereas in the case of point
forecast accuracy the deteriorations in accuracy of hybrid forecasts were generally not
statistically significant. Table A6 in the online appendix A2 reports the density calibra-
tion diagnostics. Interestingly, the raw forecasts for real GDP growth from the VAR with
constant variance are correctly calibrated. SV significantly helps improve the calibration
of the density forecasts for CPI inflation; for unemployment rate and the federal funds
rate, SV improves the coverage rate but density forecasts generally fail the statistical
tests to be categorized as correctly calibrated. SV helps widen the prediction intervals
(width of the 70% bands), consistent with the discussion in Clark (2011). Interestingly,
we find generally that if the underlying (raw or baseline) forecast to be tilted is better
calibrated, only then hybrid forecast helps improves calibration via improved coverage
(i.e. prediction intervals close to the nominal coverage of 70%). There are exceptions,
though. CPI inflation, for all three forecasts (Raw, Baseline, and Hybrid) from the VAR
specification with SV appear to be well calibrated (based on p-values from the Knüppel
test being greater than 0.10). A closer inspection reveals that of these three forecasts,
hybrid forecast could be characterized slightly better calibrated as the coverage rates are
generally closer to nominal rate of 70% compared to other two.

For the VAR specification with constant variance, the evidence of hybrid approach
helping improve calibration is more prominent. As can be seen, the raw CPI inflation
forecast is poorly calibrated because the null hypothesis of well calibrated density is re-
jected at the 10% significance level for all horizons (p-values from the Knüppel test are
below 0.10). This is further supported by the corresponding empirical coverage rates that
are well below the nominal value of 70%. Beyond the short-term, the baseline forecast
also fails the tests of properly calibrated densities. In contrast, the hybrid forecast ap-
pears well calibrated for all the forecast horizons shown as the p-values (from the Knüppel
test) are all above 0.10 and the empirical coverage rates are much closer to the nominal
value of 70%.

5.1.3 Results: Time varying parameters VAR

Table 5 reports the real-time point forecast accuracy from the small-scale time-varying
VAR estimated with data going back to 1959.Q4. The specification with SV helps im-
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prove point forecast accuracy for both real GDP growth, and CPI inflation. For CPI
inflation, results point to economically meaningful and statistical significant accuracy
improvements similar to the improvements for time-invariant VARs (with and without
SV). Specifically, for time-varying VAR with constant variance the magnitude of accu-
racy gains for hybrid forecasts is similar to that seen earlier for small VAR estimated
with longer sample (e.g. three year out hybrid is 30% more accurate than the baseline).
For the time-varying VAR specification with SV, the gains are relatively smaller and are
similar to that seen for small VAR estimated with post-1985 data (e.g. three years out
hybrid forecast is on average 18% more accurate compared to the baseline). We find
that time-varying VAR with SV is among the most accurate of the models considered
in this paper (see Table A12 online appendix A4). In the case of real GDP growth, and
the unemployment rate, time-varying VAR with constant variance is a close competi-
tor. However, for CPI inflation, it is the combination of time-varying parameters and
stochastic volatility that helps position it as a good forecasting model. We suspect that
the superior accuracy of SV specification for CPI inflation compared to constant variance
specification is in part due to much tighter priors required for SV specification. Our
results echo findings in D’Agostino et al (2013).26 For real GDP growth, results indicate
smaller benefit from hybrid approach, even though they appear economically meaningful
they are not statistically significant. As in the case of VAR models discussed earlier,
Figure 4 illustrates that most of the gains for hybrid approach are coming from the post-
crisis period. In the case of unemployment rate, results are very similar to that of small
VAR estimated with post-1985 sample. On average, compared to baseline, the hybrid
approach leads to inferior forecasts for unemployment rate but the losses are statistically
not significant. These loses are primarily coming from the post-crisis period.

Table 6 reports the corresponding accuracy of the density forecasts. The results of
the density forecast evaluation echo the results of the point forecast evaluation reported
in Table 5. Table A7 in the online appendix reports the density calibration diagnostics.
Beyond the nowcast quarter, the density forecasts from the specification with constant
variance are badly calibrated. Allowing for SV helps improve the calibration of density
forecasts for real GDP growth and CPI inflation. For real GDP growth, density forecasts
from SV specification are correctly calibrated. For CPI inflation, SV specification leads to
improvements in the coverage rates but generally fail the statistical tests to be classified
as correctly calibrated.

5.1.4 Results: Medium VAR

In the interest of brevity, results for medium VAR are relegated to an online appendix
A1. Here we briefly summarize our findings. Firstly, patterns of both point and density
forecast accuracy improvements for hybrid forecasts are generally similar to that of small
VAR. Specifically, results for medium VAR estimated with longer sample echo the results
reported for small VAR with longer sample. One difference is that the magnitude of
improvements for hybrid forecasts is slightly smaller than those reported for small VAR.

26They do not report results for time-varying VAR without SV but one can make a rough assessment
by comparing TVP-AR model with time-varying VAR with SV (denoted TVP-VAR in their paper) for
inflation. TVP-AR perform significantly worse compared to time-varying VAR with SV.
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Secondly, the additional variables in medium VAR are helping improve the accuracy of
the core variables of interest (compared to small VAR) therefore with more accurate raw
forecasts tilting is helping slightly less. The finding that medium VAR generates more
accurate forecasts compared to small VAR are in line with Banbura et al. (2010) and
Koop (2013). Results for medium VAR estimated with shorter sample echo the results
reported for small VAR with shorter sample. Unlike in the case of estimation with longer
sample favoring medium-sized VAR over small-sized, we do not find this pattern for VAR
models estimated with shorter sample.

Thirdly, the most useful aspect of the results for medium VAR is the strong positive
spillover effects on the accuracy of the variables that are not directly tilted. Impressive
and statistical significant gains in the accuracy of forecasts derived from hybrid approach
are achieved for core CPI inflation, wage compensation, nonfarm payroll employment,
and credit spread. It is also worth highlighting that adding core CPI inflation and SV
in the medium VAR greatly helps improve the accuracy of the raw CPI forecasts. This
implies tilting is less effective for CPI inflation for those specifications, but for core CPI
inflation it is very effective in all medium VAR specifications.

5.1.5 Results: Hybrid vs. Federal Reserve’s Greenbook

The results shown so far largely support our conjecture that hybrid approach is helping
mitigate misspecification issues by helping accommodate possible structural change (due
to changing trends) to the extent it is detected in real-time by professional forecasters. As
a final check in support of our conjecture we performed an additional exercise comparing
the accuracy of our hybrid forecasts to that of Federal Reserve’s Greenbook (GB). GB
forecast can be thought of as a combination of model and judgement; therefore it will be
expected to handle structural change better than standard VARs. We confirm that indeed
this is the case, and strikingly, the hybrid forecasts for real GDP growth and CPI inflation
from our simple VARs are competitive to the GB forecasts. In the case of unemployment
rate, hybrid forecast under performs GB during the Great Recession but on average is
competitive to GB. For space constraints, results are presented in the online appendix A7.

Overall, our point and density forecasting results using real-time data provide com-
pelling evidence that tilting VAR forecasts to match the long-run forecasts from the
Survey of Professional Forecasters systematically leads to improved forecast accuracy for
most variables over the forecast horizon of interest to monetary policymakers. Gener-
ally it is the case that our proposal is helping more models that are performing worse
in raw form (i.e. raw VAR forecasts). Interestingly, rankings are generally maintained
post-tilting, i.e. models ranked low prior to tilting continues to rank low post-tilting but
the differences across accuracy are much smaller (see online appendix A4).27

27As a further check on robustness of this statement, we estimate Small VAR with loose priors and
assess to what extent our proposal helps improve its accuracy. We find that this VAR specification ranks
the lowest (as would be expected) prior to tilting, gains the most in terms of accuracy improvement
from tilting, and remains ranked at the bottom post-tilting but with significantly reduced margin when
compared to next best model. The results of this exercise are reported in online appendix A5.
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5.2 Inflation Forecast Accuracy of Tilted VAR Compared to
Univariate Benchmarks

Tilting the VAR forecasts to match the long-horizon survey forecasts leads to mean-
ingful gains in forecast accuracy for most variables, and the gains in point forecast ac-
curacy are substantial for nominal variables such as price inflation and wage inflation.
Given these results, we investigate how the accuracy of inflation forecasts from the tilt-
ing approach compares to hard-to-beat univariate benchmark models. Accordingly, we
next compare the inflation forecast accuracy from our medium VAR (with and without
stochastic volatility) using the three most well-known univariate benchmarks: a ran-
dom walk model (Atkeson and Ohanian, 2001), univariate unobserved component with
stochastic volatility (UCSV) model of Stock and Watson (2007), and Faust and Wright
(2013) inflation in gap.28

Random walk model of Atkeson and Ohanian (2001). For our forecasting
exercise, the forecasts of CPI inflation into the future is computed by averaging the
previous four available quarterly annualized readings of the CPI .
To construct a fair horse race, we set π̂t+1 equal to the survey nowcast

π̂t+h = 0.25(π̂t+1 + πt + πt−1 + πt−2) for h >= 2 (16)

Univariate unobserved component with stochastic volatility (UCSV) model
of Stock and Watson (2007). The superior accuracy of this model in forecasting in-
flation is well documented in numerous studies. The model decomposes inflation into two
components – a stochastic trend component and a transitory component – and assumes
time-varying variances of the respective shocks to these two components. The specifi-
cation of this model is as follows (for ease of exposition we retain the notation used in
Stock and Watson (2007)):

πt = τt + ηt, where ηt = ση,tζn,t ζn,t is i.i.d. N(0, I1) (17)

τt = τt−1 + εt, where εt = σε,tζε,t ζε,t is i.i.d. N(0, I1) (18)

ln(σ2
η,t) = ln(σ2

η,t−1) + νη,t, where νη,t is i.i.d. N(0, γ1) (19)

ln(σ2
ε,t) = ln(σ2

ε,t−1) + νε,t, where νε,t is i.i.d. N(0, γ2) (20)

The model forecast for inflation infinite quarters into the future is simply the model’s
current estimated trend inflation rate.29

To construct a fair horserace, we set π̂t+1 equal to the survey nowcast. For forecasts
h >= 2, we estimate the model through t+1, treating the survey nowcast as data and

28See Tallman and Zaman (2017) for a broader examination of the forecasting properties of other
models as well as these two models.

29The scalar parameters γ1 and γ2 determine the smoothness of the stochastic volatility process.
Following Stock and Watson (2007) we fix both at 0.2.
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computing the updated trend estimate.

π̂t+h = τ̂t:t+1 for h >= 2 (21)

Inflation in Gap model of Faust and Wright (2013). It is patterned along the
lines of Faust and Wright univariate AR1 inflation in gap model. According to this model,
CPI inflation (quarterly annualized rate) is modeled as a gap, where gap is defined as a
deviation from a trend which is taken to be the SPF long-horizon forecast for CPI inflation

πGapt = α0 + α1π
Gap
t−1 + εt, εt ∼ N

(
0, σ2

)
(22)

where πGapt = πt − πSPF LR
t

The estimated model is iteratively used to produce forecasts h periods ahead. The
forecasts are of the gap (i.e. CPI inflation gap) and to it we add the latest available esti-
mate of the SPF trend (as of forecast origin t) to get implied forecast of the CPI inflation.

Table 7 reports the results comparing out-of-sample CPI inflation forecasting per-
formance (both point and density) across five models: Medium VAR est 1960, Medium
VAR SV est 1960, random walk model, UCSV model, and Faust and Wright inflation in
gaps model. Also, added is the forecasting performance of the SPF survey itself. Given
the SPF cover only forecast horizons h=1Q through h=5Q, entries in the table for h=8Q
and h=12Q are blank. The top portion of the table reports the results corresponding to
the full sample of evaluation, and the lower portion to the pre-crisis sample (i.e. 1994.Q1
to 2006.Q4). The left panel reports the accuracy comparison of Medium VAR (with
constant variance) to the univariate forecasts and right panel reports the accuracy com-
parison of Medium VAR with SV to those same univariate forecasts.

As shown by the numbers reported in the table, the hybrid CPI point forecasts are
competitive to univariate forecasts and in many cases more accurate, with several of
those gains flagged as statistically significant. This result holds for each of the forecast
evaluation samples.

For density forecast accuracy, the UCSV forecast is substantially superior to the
baseline forecast obtained from Medium VAR with constant volatility (as evidenced by
positive values) and the gains are statistically significant throughout. However, compared
to the hybrid forecast, the UCSV forecast is competitive through most of the forecast
horizons but slightly more accurate in the latter horizon (with the gain marginally signif-
icant). In the case of Medium VAR specification with SV, now both baseline and hybrid
density forecasts are competitive to the UCSV. These results suggest that combining
the long-horizon survey forecasts with the VAR forecasts improves the density forecasts
notably. Adding SV helps further improve the density forecast accuracy of the hybrid
forecasts.

The evidence that the multivariate model (VAR) estimated using a sample going back
to 1960 tilted towards survey long-horizon forecasts generates inflation forecasts that ri-
val both the point and density forecast accuracy of forecasts from tough benchmarks is
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a worthwhile result because policymakers at central banks faced with inflation target-
ing may benefit from using models that allow for feedback between policy and the real
economy and inflation. Such models have underperformed simple univariate approaches
in terms of forecasting inflation and at times significantly so. The examination of our
exercises suggests that the modeling technique we propose and illustrate may have some
useful payoffs for policymakers.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a technique to adjust the medium-term and long-horizon fore-
casts from a VAR toward plausible values proposed by judgmental forecasters. We con-
struct a hybrid forecast of survey nowcast, VAR forecast, and long-horizon survey pro-
jection. Specifically, applying flexible and powerful technique of relative entropy, we tilt
the VAR forecast both in the near term with the survey nowcast and in the long run
with the survey long-run projection. The horizon at which the long-run survey projection
is combined with the VAR forecast is variable specific and determined by the variable’s
estimated persistence at forecast origin.

We consider the efficacy of our proposal on a variety of VAR models estimated using
Bayesian methods. We find that all models examined benefit through improved accuracy,
with the largest gains in forecast accuracy seen in models that are estimated with longer
history and smallest gains for models that attempt to accommodate structural changes.
We find that tilting VAR forecasts to match the long-run forecasts from the Survey of Pro-
fessional Forecasters systematically leads to improved forecast accuracy as indicated by
lower MSEs and lower CRPS for most variables over the forecast horizon of interest (i.e.,
1 to 3 years out) to monetary policymakers. The greatest gains in accuracy are achieved
for variables believed to have undergone marked shifts in their permanent components
(e.g., inflation and the federal funds rate). We also show substantial forecast accuracy
improvements for a host of variables (such as compensation, payroll employment, credit
spread) that are not directly tilted but that are affected through the spillover effects of
the tilted variables.

We also show that hybrid inflation forecasts from simple VAR models rival those of
relatively accurate univariate benchmark models. We view this as a useful practical con-
tribution because among the many frustrations of monetary policymakers is the inability
of multivariate models – which allow for feedback effects from policy to the real economy
and inflation – to match the forecasting performance of the univariate forecasting models.

Finally, we show that all models considered display demonstrable improvements in
forecast accuracy of hybrid forecasts for real GDP growth and CPI inflation over the past
decade (i.e. Great Recession through present), coinciding with the time period associ-
ated with possible structural change. These results lead us to view our proposal as a low
cost method to mitigate model instability issues arising from structural shifts caused by
moving end points.
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7 Technical Appendix

Specifically, we impose our prior beliefs about the coefficient estimates in A1, ...Ap and Σ
using Normal inverse-Wishart (N-IW) conjugate priors.30 The prior beliefs for the mean
and variances of the coefficient matrices are as follows:

30Natural conjugate priors such as N-IW have computational advantages and at the same time have
competitive forecasting properties (see Koop, 2013)
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E[A
(i,j)
l ] =

{
δi if i = j, l = 1

0 otherwise
(23)

V ar[A
(i,j)
l ] = λ2 1

l2
σ2
i

σ2
j

, l = 1, ...p (24)

The scale factor 1
l2

helps impose the prior belief that recent lags play a more influential
role compared to the distant ones by proportionally shrinking the variances on the more
distant lags (centered on the prior mean of zero). The prior parameter σi equals the
standard deviation of the residuals obtained from regressing the variable yi on its own p
lags and a constant over the sample period up to time t. We set δi equal to the sum of
the autoregressive coefficients obtained from regressing the variable yi on its own p lags
and a constant over a pre-forecast evaluation sample.31 The hyperparameter λ governs
the tightness of our prior beliefs. As λ −→ 0 the prior dominates and so posterior equals
prior, i.e., the data have no say. On the other hand as λ −→ ∞, the prior’s influence
diminishes and so posterior estimates converge to OLS estimates.

The VAR model in (1) can be rewritten in compact matrix notation as

Y = XA+ E (25)

where Y=[y1, ...., yT ]′ is a T × n matrix, X=[x1, ...., xT ]′ is a T × k matrix co, xt =
[1, y

′
t−1, ..., y

′
t−p] is a 1× k vector. A = [Ac A1 · · · Ap] is a matrix of VAR coefficients of

size k × n, E = [ε1 · · · εT ] is a T × n matrix of innovation terms.

The conjugate Normal inverse-Wishart (N-IW) prior is:

vec (A) |Σ ∼ N (vec (A0) ,Σ⊗ Ω0) , Σ ∼ iW (S0, υ0) (26)

where A0, Ω0, S0, and υ0 are the prior parameters whose values are set based on the VAR
model in (1) that satisfies the prior moment conditions specified in (2).
Since our prior N-IW is conjugate, the resulting conditional posterior distribution (i.e.,
the product of the prior and likelihood function) is also N-IW.

vec (A) |Σ, Y ∼ N
(
vec
(
A
)
,Σ⊗ Ω

)
, Σ ∼ iW

(
S, υ

)
. (27)

where
A =

(
Ω−1

0 +X ′X
)−1 (

Ω−1
0 A0 +X ′Y

)
(28)

Ω =
(
Ω−1

0 +X ′X
)−1

(29)

31Since all the variables entering the VAR are stationary, if we instead set δi = 0 for all i, we get
qualitatively similar results. Studies such as Clark (2011) and Carriero et al. (2015) have used a value
of 0.8 for variables that are known to exhibit persistence (e.g., the unemployment rate, inflation and the
interest rate). Our results are very similar if we instead set δi = 0.8
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υ = υ0 + T. (30)

are the respective posterior mean estimates of the VAR model.
And,

S = A0 + ε̂′ε̂+ Â′X ′XÂ+ A′0Ω−1
0 A0 − Â′Ω

−1
Â (31)

where Â = (X ′X)−1X ′Y equals the OLS estimate of A and ε̂ = Y − XÂ are the OLS
residuals (Zellner, 1971). We use the mixed estimation method of Litterman (1986) to
implement the N-IW prior, which equates to appending the data matrices with dummy
observations.

Previous research (e.g., Robertson and Tallman, 1999; Banbura et al., 2010) has
documented further gains in forecast accuracy by imposing a ’sum of coefficients’ (SOC)
prior on the equations of the VAR. The hyper-parameter µ will govern the tightness of
this prior.

7.0.1 Optimal values of Hyper-parameters using marginal likelihood

The values of λ and µ are set by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the model over a
predefined two dimensional discrete grid of λ and µ. The optimization is performed over
the pre-forecast evaluation sample, and optimal values obtained are kept fixed over the
forecast evaluation sample.32

[λ+, µ+] = arg max
[λg ,µg ]

lnp(Y ) (32)

where

p(Y ) =

∫
p(Y |θ)p(θ)d(θ) (33)

is the marginal likelihood, and θ is the set of all model coefficients. Given we are
using an N-IW prior, the marginal density p(Y) can be solved in closed form as33

p(Y ) = (
1

π
)
nT
2 × |(I +XΩ0X′)−1|

n
2 × |S0|

v0
2

×
Γn(v0+T

2
)

Γn(v0
2

)
× |S0 + (Y −XA0)

′
(I +XΩ0X′)−1(Y −XA0)|−

v0+T
2 .

To evaluate the log marginal likelihood, we use the two-dimensional grid of discrete
values defined as follows: λg=[0.050,0.10,0.15,0.20,0.30,0.40,0.50]; and
µg=[0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25,0.50,1,1.5,2,2.5,3]; For the Small BVAR estimated with data start-
ing in 1959, the optimal values obtained are λ = 0.4 and µ = 0.2 and for the Medium
VAR, optimal values are λ = 0.3 and µ = 0.25. The values we obtain are close to values

32That said, if we instead fix the λ = 0.2 and µ = 1 (widely used values) the results are qualitatively
similar.

33Derivation details can be found in Bauwens et al. (1999), Carriero et al. (2015) and Giannone et
al. (2015).
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that other researchers have obtained through a grid search optimization.
Note that prior specification for each equation is symmetric in its treatment of own

lags of the dependent variable and lags of other variables. As such, we have a prior that is
a natural conjugate (Normal inverse-Wishart prior), which proves to be convenient when
solving for the model, because these priors can be implemented easily by augmenting the
data matrices with dummy variables, permitting OLS to estimate the model equation by
equation (for details see Banbura et al., 2010 and Carriero et al., 2015).

7.0.2 Illustrating the influence of estimated steady-state on the forecasts

In this section we illustrate two important concepts: the influence of model’s estimated
mean (i.e. steady-state) on the forecasts, and the direct role of persistence in determining
the forecast horizon at which the convergence to the steady-state takes place. To keep
things simple, lets consider a covariance-stationary AR(1) model,

yt = c+ ρyt−1 + εt, εt ∼ N
(
0, σ2

)
(34)

Covariance-stationary implies |ρ| < 1, and

E(yt) = E(yt−1) = µ (35)

where µ denotes the steady-state of the model. In long-samples it matches the mean of
estimation sample.

Next taking the expectations of both sides of equation 34 gives us,

E(yt) = c+ ρE(yt−1) + E(εt) (36)

Plugging eq. 35 into 36, yields

µ = c+ ρµ =
c

1− ρ (37)

Rearranging the above equation,

c = µ(1− ρ) (38)

Rewrite equation 34 by substituting 38 into 34,

yt = µ(1− ρ) + ρyt−1 + εt

yt − µ = ρ(yt−1 − µ) + εt
(39)

ρ is the persistence of y and it determines the speed of convergence back to the steady-
state. 1 - ρ is the pace of adjustment towards steady-state each period. 1

1−ρ is the number
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of periods it takes y to converge back to its steady-state value. Higher values of ρ imply
longer lived departure of y from the steady-state.

Denoting ρ̂ and µ̂ as estimates obtained via estimation of available data through time t,

The one-step ahead forecast,

ŷt|t+1 − µ̂ = ρ̂(ŷt − µ̂) (40)

Similarly, h-step ahead forecast,

ŷt|t+h − µ̂ = ρ̂h(ŷt − µ̂)

ŷt|t+h = µ̂+ ρ̂h(ŷt − µ̂)
(41)

A closer inspection of above equation reveals that the h-step ahead forecast is the sum
of two components: the estimated mean; and the gap between the estimated mean and
y (as of the forecast origin t) multiplied by the hth power of ρ̂

Note, ρ̂h is a decreasing function of h,

ρ̂ > ρ̂2 > ρ̂3 > .... > ρ̂∞

suggesting that as h increases the influence of the component µ̂ becomes more important.

In the limit, as h −→∞, ρ̂h −→ 0,

and lim
h→∞

ŷt|t+h −→ µ̂

The smaller the value of ρ̂ the faster ρ̂h goes to zero and more rapid the convergence
to model’s implied steady-state.

Please refer to Clements and Hendry (1999) for further details.
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Figure 2a: Cumulative Squared Errors, Small VAR est. 1960

Figure 2b: Cumulative CRPS, Small VAR est. 1960

Notes: Cumulative sum of squared errors (top); Cumulative sum of CRPS (bottom)
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Figure 3a: Cumulative Squared Errors, Small VAR est. 1985

Figure 3b: Cumulative CRPS, Small VAR est. 1985

Notes: Cumulative sum of squared errors (top); Cumulative sum of CRPS (bottom)
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Figure 4a: Cumulative Squared Errors, Small TVP VAR SV

Figure 4b: Cumulative CRPS, Small TVP-VAR SV

Notes: Cumulative sum of squared errors (top); Cumulative sum of CRPS (bottom)
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Table 1: Out-of-Sample Point Forecasting Performance: Small BVAR est. 1960

Full Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2016.Q4)

Small VAR Small VAR with SV

h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

GDP
Raw 4.35 7.19 6.55 6.20 3.67 6.68 6.61 6.26
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.62*** 1.01 1.05** 1.02 0.74** 1.00 1.01 1.00
Hybrid/Raw 0.62*** 0.94 0.91 1.00 0.74** 0.90** 0.86* 0.98
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 0.93* 0.86* 0.98* 1.00 0.90** 0.85** 0.98

CPI
Raw 3.11 5.61 6.70 8.52 2.94 5.26 5.50 6.50
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.33*** 0.90** 0.95 0.92* 0.35*** 0.86*** 0.99 0.94***
Hybrid/Raw 0.33*** 0.83*** 0.71*** 0.61*** 0.35*** 0.85*** 0.88* 0.79***
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 0.92* 0.75*** 0.67*** 1.00 1.00 0.89** 0.83***

UR
Raw 0.05 0.64 2.41 3.78 0.05 0.60 2.39 3.75
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.29*** 0.73* 0.92 0.95 0.32*** 0.73** 0.90* 0.96
Hybrid/Raw 0.29*** 0.75** 0.90 0.95 0.32*** 0.74** 0.87 0.97
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 1.03 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.01 0.97 1.00

FFR
Raw 0.19 2.11 6.12 10.16 0.10 2.12 7.17 11.66
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.03*** 0.68*** 0.87** 0.93*** 0.05*** 0.63*** 0.85*** 0.92**
Hybrid/Raw 0.03*** 0.77** 0.77* 0.65*** 0.05*** 0.64*** 0.68*** 0.57***
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 1.13* 0.88* 0.70*** 1.00 1.02 0.80** 0.62***

Credit Spread
Raw 0.09 0.67 1.14 1.28 0.08 0.73 1.30 1.53
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.77* 0.95*** 0.97*** 0.99 0.89** 0.99 0.98** 0.99*
Hybrid/Raw 0.80 0.94* 0.85*** 0.85*** 0.89** 0.93*** 0.80*** 0.72***
Hybrid/Baseline 1.04 1.00 0.87*** 0.86*** 0.99 0.94** 0.81*** 0.73***

Notes for Table: GDP: real GDP growth quarterly annualized rate; CPI: inflation quarterly annualized rate; UR: unemployment rate in

levels; FFR: effective federal funds rate in levels; Credit Spread: in levels. Raw forecast is defined as the unconditional forecast from the

VAR. Baseline forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards survey nowcasts only (both mean and variance). Hybrid forecast

is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards both survey nowcasts (both mean and variance) and long-horizon forecasts. The left

panel reports results for the VAR specification with constant variance and right panel reports results for the VAR specification with

stochastic volatility. The numbers reported in the row labeled Raw are the mean squared error (MSE), the three rows immediately below

report relative MSE: Baseline relative to Raw, Hybrid relative to Raw, and Hybrid relative to Baseline. The table reports statistical

significance based on the Diebold-Mariano and West test with the lag h− 1 truncation parameter of the HAC variance estimator and

adjusts the test statistic for the finite sample correction proposed by Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); *10 percent, **5 percent,

and ***1 percent significance levels, respectively. The test statistics use two-sided standard normal critical values.
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Table 2: Out-of-Sample Density Forecasting Performance: Small BVAR est. 1960

Full Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2016.Q4)

Small VAR Small VAR with SV

h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

GDP
Raw 1.21 1.48 1.43 1.41 1.08 1.39 1.42 1.42
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.28*** 0.01 0.05** 0.01 -0.15*** 0.00 0.01 0.00
Hybrid - Raw -0.29*** -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.15*** -0.06** -0.05 0.00
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 -0.05* -0.07 -0.02 0.00 -0.06** -0.07 0.01

CPI
Raw 0.95 1.22 1.42 1.57 0.95 1.20 1.34 1.46
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.38*** -0.07*** -0.04 -0.02 -0.37*** -0.11*** -0.03 -0.05**
Hybrid - Raw -0.38*** -0.12*** -0.22*** -0.26*** -0.37*** -0.11*** -0.09 -0.12***
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 -0.05*** -0.18*** -0.24*** 0.00 0.00 -0.06* -0.07*

UR
Raw 0.12 0.40 0.80 1.07 0.12 0.37 0.79 1.05
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.05*** -0.06** -0.04 -0.02 -0.05*** -0.06** -0.05* -0.02
Hybrid - Raw -0.05*** -0.06** -0.05 -0.02 -0.05*** -0.05** -0.06 0.00
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.02

FFR
Raw 0.28 0.84 1.43 1.87 0.17 0.78 1.54 2.04
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.24*** -0.13*** -0.08* -0.06** -0.13*** -0.16*** -0.13*** -0.06**
Hybrid - Raw -0.24*** -0.10** -0.15* -0.33*** -0.13*** -0.15*** -0.27*** -0.43***
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.03* -0.07 -0.28*** 0.00 0.01* -0.14** -0.37***

Credit Spread
Raw 0.15 0.43 0.59 0.65 0.14 0.45 0.66 0.75
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.01** -0.01*** -0.01* 0.00 -0.01** -0.01*** -0.01 0.00
Hybrid - Raw -0.01* -0.01 -0.06*** -0.07*** -0.01** -0.02*** -0.08*** -0.11***
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.00 -0.05*** -0.07*** 0.00 -0.02*** -0.08*** -0.11***

Notes for Table: GDP: real GDP growth quarterly annualized rate; CPI: inflation quarterly annualized rate; UR: unemployment rate in

levels; FFR: effective federal funds rate in levels; Credit Spread: in levels. Raw forecast is defined as the unconditional forecast from the

VAR. Baseline forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards survey nowcasts only (both mean and variance). Hybrid forecast

is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards both survey nowcasts (both mean and variance) and long-horizon forecasts. The left

panel reports results for the VAR specification with constant variance and right panel reports results for the VAR specification with

stochastic volatility. The numbers reported in the row labeled Raw are the mean cumulative ranked probability score (CRPS), the three

rows immediately below report relative CRPS: Baseline relative to Raw, Hybrid relative to Raw, and Hybrid relative to Baseline. A lower

value for CRPS is preferable, as such a negative value for row labeled Hybrid Baseline suggests that on average the Hybrid forecast is

more accurate compared to the Baseline forecast. The table reports statistical significance based on the Diebold-Mariano and West test

with the lag h− 1 truncation parameter of the HAC variance estimator and adjusts the test statistic for the finite sample correction

proposed by Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); *10 percent, **5 percent, and ***1 percent significance levels, respectively. The test

statistics use two-sided standard normal critical values.
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Table 3: Out-of-Sample Point Forecasting Performance: Small BVAR est. 1985

Full Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2016.Q4)

Small VAR Small VAR with SV

h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

GDP
Raw 3.43 6.23 6.65 6.46 3.42 6.07 6.51 6.62
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.79** 0.93 1.00 1.03*** 0.79** 0.96 1.01 1.00
Hybrid/Raw 0.79** 0.96 0.89* 0.96 0.79** 0.98 0.85*** 0.92**
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 1.02 0.89** 0.93* 1.00 1.02 0.84*** 0.92*

CPI
Raw 2.95 4.71 5.11 6.12 2.77 4.79 4.67 5.50
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.35*** 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.37*** 0.95*** 1.05 1.02
Hybrid/Raw 0.35*** 0.95 0.88*** 0.87*** 0.37*** 0.91*** 0.97 0.89***
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 0.95*** 0.88*** 0.87** 1.00 0.96* 0.93** 0.88***

UR
Raw 0.04 0.48 2.22 3.94 0.04 0.46 2.09 3.84
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.35*** 0.75* 0.84 0.93 0.35*** 0.76** 0.86 0.92*
Hybrid/Raw 0.35*** 0.86 0.96 0.99 0.35*** 0.87*** 0.97 0.96
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 1.14 1.14 1.06 1.00 1.15* 1.13 1.03

FFR
Raw 0.08 1.95 6.79 10.58 0.08 1.95 6.85 11.33
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.06*** 0.57*** 0.81** 0.94 0.06*** 0.57*** 0.81*** 0.93*
Hybrid/Raw 0.06*** 0.57*** 0.71** 0.75 0.06*** 0.57*** 0.72*** 0.76**
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 1.00 0.87* 0.80* 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.82**

Credit Spread
Raw 0.09 0.63 1.06 1.12 0.09 0.66 1.09 1.19
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.72** 0.91** 1.00 1.07 0.84** 0.91** 0.99 1.00
Hybrid/Raw 0.73** 0.93 0.91 0.97 0.82* 0.90** 0.94 0.92*
Hybrid/Baseline 1.02* 1.02 0.91 0.91* 0.98 0.99 0.95 0.92*

Notes for Table: GDP: real GDP growth quarterly annualized rate; CPI: inflation quarterly annualized rate; UR: unemployment rate in

levels; FFR: effective federal funds rate in levels; Credit Spread: in levels. Raw forecast is defined as the unconditional forecast from the

VAR. Baseline forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards survey nowcasts only (both mean and variance). Hybrid forecast

is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards both survey nowcasts (both mean and variance) and long-horizon forecasts. The left

panel reports results for the VAR specification with constant variance and right panel reports results for the VAR specification with

stochastic volatility. The numbers reported in the row labeled Raw are the mean squared error (MSE), the three rows immediately below

report relative MSE: Baseline relative to Raw, Hybrid relative to Raw, and Hybrid relative to Baseline. The table reports statistical

significance based on the Diebold-Mariano and West test with the lag h− 1 truncation parameter of the HAC variance estimator and

adjusts the test statistic for the finite sample correction proposed by Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); *10 percent, **5 percent,

and ***1 percent significance levels, respectively. The test statistics use two-sided standard normal critical values.
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Table 4: Out-of-Sample Density Forecasting Performance: Small BVAR est. 1985

Full Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2016.Q4)

Small VAR Small VAR with SV

h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

GDP
Raw 1.04 1.37 1.41 1.37 1.05 1.36 1.43 1.43
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.11** -0.03 0.01 0.04*** -0.13*** -0.03* -0.01 0.00
Hybrid - Raw -0.11** -0.03 -0.10* -0.02 -0.13*** -0.03 -0.10*** -0.03*
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.00 -0.11** -0.06** 0.00 0.01 -0.09*** 0.03*

CPI
Raw 0.94 1.14 1.20 1.33 0.92 1.14 1.16 1.26
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.36*** -0.02 0.00 0.01 -0.35*** -0.04*** 0.00 -0.01
Hybrid - Raw -0.36*** -0.06** -0.10*** -0.11*** -0.35*** -0.08*** -0.05** -0.06***
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 -0.04** -0.11*** -0.13*** 0.00 -0.04** -0.04** -0.05***

UR
Raw 0.12 0.36 0.80 1.13 0.11 0.35 0.76 1.11
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.05*** -0.05* -0.04 -0.02 -0.04*** -0.05*** -0.05* -0.04*
Hybrid - Raw -0.05*** -0.03 0.00 0.00 -0.04*** -0.03** -0.02 -0.04
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.02* 0.04* 0.02 0.00 0.02** 0.04 0.00

FFR
Raw 0.16 0.78 1.48 1.86 0.15 0.75 1.47 1.92
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.12*** -0.19*** -0.12*** -0.05 -0.12*** -0.19*** -0.15*** -0.08*
Hybrid - Raw -0.12*** -0.20*** -0.21** -0.23 -0.12*** -0.19*** -0.22*** -0.27**
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.00 -0.09 -0.19* 0.00 0.00 -0.07 -0.20**

Credit Spread
Raw 0.15 0.43 0.57 0.62 0.15 0.43 0.57 0.62
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.02** -0.02* 0.00 0.02 -0.01** -0.02*** -0.01** -0.01***
Hybrid - Raw -0.02** -0.02 -0.03* -0.03 -0.01** -0.02** -0.03** -0.02*
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.00 -0.03* -0.04* 0.00 0.00 -0.02** -0.02*

Notes for Table: GDP: real GDP growth quarterly annualized rate; CPI: inflation quarterly annualized rate; UR: unemployment rate in

levels; FFR: effective federal funds rate in levels; Credit Spread: in levels. Raw forecast is defined as the unconditional forecast from the

VAR. Baseline forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards survey nowcasts only (both mean and variance). Hybrid forecast

is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards both survey nowcasts (both mean and variance) and long-horizon forecasts. The left

panel reports results for the VAR specification with constant variance and right panel reports results for the VAR specification with

stochastic volatility. The numbers reported in the row labeled Raw are the mean cumulative ranked probability score (CRPS), the three

rows immediately below report relative CRPS: Baseline relative to Raw, Hybrid relative to Raw, and Hybrid relative to Baseline. A lower

value for CRPS is preferable, as such a negative value for row labeled Hybrid Baseline suggests that on average the Hybrid forecast is

more accurate compared to the Baseline forecast. The table reports statistical significance based on the Diebold-Mariano and West test

with the lag h− 1 truncation parameter of the HAC variance estimator and adjusts the test statistic for the finite sample correction

proposed by Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); *10 percent, **5 percent, and ***1 percent significance levels, respectively. The test

statistics use two-sided standard normal critical values.
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Table 5: Out-of-Sample Point Forecasting Performance:Small TVP-VAR

Full Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2016.Q4)

Small TVP VAR Small TVP VAR with SV

h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

GDP
Raw 4.65 6.91 6.33 6.00 3.99 6.55 6.24 6.08
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.58*** 0.95** 1.03 1.00 0.68*** 0.92** 0.98 1.01*
Hybrid/Raw 0.58*** 0.98 0.93 1.04* 0.68*** 0.86** 0.90 1.01
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 1.03 0.90 1.05 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.99

CPI
Raw 3.41 6.01 6.65 7.82 3.10 5.21 5.45 6.25
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.30*** 0.91** 0.95 0.95*** 0.33*** 0.93** 0.94*** 0.96**
Hybrid/Raw 0.30*** 0.82*** 0.69*** 0.67*** 0.33*** 0.88*** 0.82*** 0.79***
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 0.91*** 0.73*** 0.70** 1.00 0.94* 0.88** 0.82***

UR
Raw 0.05 0.49 1.98 3.16 0.05 0.50 2.04 3.36
Relative MSE
Baseline/Raw 0.32*** 0.82*** 0.93* 0.98 0.34*** 0.82** 0.93 0.98
Hybrid/Raw 0.32*** 0.91 1.04 1.13 0.34*** 0.84*** 1.00 1.09
Hybrid/Baseline 1.00 1.11 1.12 1.16 1.00 1.03 1.08 1.11

Notes for Table: GDP: real GDP growth quarterly annualized rate; CPI: inflation quarterly annualized rate; UR: unemployment rate in

levels. Raw forecast is defined as the unconditional forecast from the VAR. Baseline forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted

towards survey nowcasts only (both mean and variance). Hybrid forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards both survey

nowcasts (both mean and variance) and long-horizon forecasts. The left panel reports results for the VAR specification with constant

variance and right panel reports results for the VAR specification with stochastic volatility. The numbers reported in the row labeled Raw

are the mean squared error (MSE), the three rows immediately below report relative MSE: Baseline relative to Raw, Hybrid relative to

Raw, and Hybrid relative to Baseline. The table reports statistical significance based on the Diebold-Mariano and West test with the lag

h− 1 truncation parameter of the HAC variance estimator and adjusts the test statistic for the finite sample correction proposed by

Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); *10 percent, **5 percent, and ***1 percent significance levels, respectively. The test statistics use

two-sided standard normal critical values.
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Table 6: Out-of-Sample Density Forecasting Performance: Small TVP-VAR

Full Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2016.Q4)

Small TVP VAR Small TVP VAR with SV

h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=1Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

GDP
Raw 1.27 1.49 1.44 1.42 1.14 1.42 1.35 1.33
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.34*** -0.04** 0.01 -0.01 -0.21*** -0.07** 0.00 0.01
Hybrid - Raw -0.34*** -0.01 -0.04 0.02** -0.21*** -0.12** -0.05 0.02
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.02 -0.06 0.03* 0.00 -0.05* -0.05 0.01

CPI
Raw 1.03 1.30 1.45 1.54 1.01 1.18 1.27 1.33
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.45*** -0.08*** -0.04** -0.03*** -0.42*** -0.07*** -0.05*** -0.02***
Hybrid - Raw -0.45*** -0.11** -0.18** -0.19** -0.42*** -0.11*** -0.12** -0.10**
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 -0.03 -0.14** -0.15* 0.00 -0.04*** -0.06* -0.08**

UR
Raw 0.12 0.38 0.76 0.99 0.12 0.38 0.80 1.08
Relative CRPS
Baseline - Raw -0.05*** -0.04*** -0.03** -0.01 -0.05*** -0.04*** -0.02 0.00
Hybrid - Raw -0.05*** -0.04** -0.02 0.04 -0.05*** -0.05*** -0.02 0.01
Hybrid - Baseline 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

Notes for Table: GDP: real GDP growth quarterly annualized rate; CPI: inflation quarterly annualized rate; UR: unemployment rate in

levels. Raw forecast is defined as the unconditional forecast from the VAR. Baseline forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted

towards survey nowcasts only (both mean and variance). Hybrid forecast is defined as the raw VAR forecast tilted towards both survey

nowcasts (both mean and variance) and long-horizon forecasts. The left panel reports results for the VAR specification with constant

variance and right panel reports results for the VAR specification with stochastic volatility. The numbers reported in the row labeled Raw

are the mean cumulative ranked probability score (CRPS), the three rows immediately below report relative CRPS: Baseline relative to

Raw, Hybrid relative to Raw, and Hybrid relative to Baseline. A lower value for CRPS is preferable, as such a negative value for row

labeled Hybrid Baseline suggests that on average the Hybrid forecast is more accurate compared to the Baseline forecast. The table

reports statistical significance based on the Diebold-Mariano and West test with the lag h− 1 truncation parameter of the HAC variance

estimator and adjusts the test statistic for the finite sample correction proposed by Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); *10 percent,

**5 percent, and ***1 percent significance levels, respectively. The test statistics use two-sided standard normal critical values.
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Table 7: CPI Inflation Real-Time Out-of-Sample Point Forecasting Performance

Panel A: Full Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2016.Q4)

Medium VAR est.1960 Medium VAR with SV est.1960

CPI Inflation h=2Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=2Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

MSE
Hybrid 4.36 4.58 4.55 4.91 4.50 4.47 4.57 4.95

Relative MSE
Hybrid/RW (AO) 0.86* 0.90* 0.84* 0.93** 0.88* 0.89** 0.84* 0.93**
Hybrid/UCSV (SW) 0.98 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.94 1.00
Hybrid/FW 0.98 1.00 0.93** 0.95** 1.00 0.99 0.93** 0.95**
Hybrid/SPF 1.08 1.05 N/A N/A 1.10 1.04 N/A N/A

Relative CRPS
Baseline - UCSV 0.02 0.08*** 0.12*** 0.21** 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.06
Hybrid - UCSV -0.01 0.03 0.02 0.07* 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.08

Panel B: Pre-Crisis Sample (Recursive evaluation: 1994.Q1-2006.Q4)

Medium VAR est.1960 Medium VAR with SV est.1960

CPI Inflation h=2Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q h=2Q h=4Q h=8Q h=12Q

MSE
Hybrid 1.47 1.57 1.79 1.86 1.35 1.45 1.71 1.89

Relative MSE
Hybrid/RW (AO) 0.96 0.91 0.79 0.88 0.89 0.84* 0.75* 0.89
Hybrid/UCSV (SW) 1.01 1.00 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.87 0.94
Hybrid/FW 1.01 0.98 0.94 0.87 0.92 0.90 0.89 0.88
Hybrid/SPF 0.99 0.94 N/A N/A 0.91 0.87 N/A N/A

Relative CRPS
Baseline - UCSV 0.01 0.06 0.11 0.32*** 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 0.08**
Hybrid - UCSV 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.11 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 0.02

Notes for Table: The first row (in both panels A and B) report the mean squared error (MSE) corresponding to the hybrid forecast

obtained from Medium BVAR. Rows 2 to 5 report relative MSE. So a ratio of less than 1 indicates that hybrid forecast is on average more

accurate compared to the respective univariate forecast. Row 6 reports relative CRPS of baseline density forecast relative to UCSV, a

negative value suggests that baseline density forecast is more accurate on average. Row 7 reports relative CRPS of hybrid density forecast

relative to UCSV, a negative value suggests that hybrid density forecast is more accurate on average. The table reports statistical

significance based on the Diebold-Mariano and West test with the lag h− 1 truncation parameter of the HAC variance estimator and

adjusts the test statistic for the finite sample correction proposed by Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997); *10 percent, **5 percent,

and ***1 percent significance levels, respectively. The test statistics use two-sided standard normal critical values. All models use the SPF

nowcast for the one-step-ahead forecast; as a result, the relative MSE is equal to one and is not reported.
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